Ballast in the basement,
Safe harbor in the storm:
The House at 34 Nordhoff Street
By Amy O’Hair, Glen Park Neighborhoods History Project
The history of this unusual small house, tucked away on a largely unknown one-block street
at the very edge of Glen Park, reveals some new and interesting angles on local history.
Although it is not an earthquake shack, as once asserted in the handed-down stories from a
family who lived there in the 1920s, it did start as a very small house. It remains today a cozy
home in a bucolic location, with some traces of the original builder still evident.
There is a touch of whimsy to the history: it began as a house built by a ship carpenter, on a
street named for a man renowned for his stories of sea-faring life!

The land where the house would be built
The house is located on what is known as Martha Hill, near the crest of the rise that runs
between Sunnyside and Glen
Park. At the turn of the
century this area was part of
land that was owned by the
Crocker Estate, shown in this
1899 City sewer map as the
portion without streets (left).
The lot where 34 Nordhoff will
be built is marked with bright
green, and was just 100 feet
from the northern edge of
Sunnyside as that homestead
was originally laid out in 1891.
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When A.S. Baldwin of Baldwin
and Howell was developing
Glen Park Terrace real estate
just before the turn of the
century, he proposed that
much of this land be developed
as a City park, in part to
enhance the appeal of his lots
for sale.
Here is the ambitious plan for
the Mission Park and Zoo as
presented in the Chronicle in
1897. Right: SF Chronicle, 13 July
1897. The area where Nordhoff
will be is marked in green.
This was only one of many
potential parks being proposed
for the Mission District denizens. “The Mission” was then a term used to encompass
Sunnyside, the Excelsior, Oceanview, and other nearby neighborhoods. A trek to Golden Gate
Park for families living in these areas was too time-consuming on public transit to offer a
practical place for leisure.
Baldwin went ahead with some of his plans, without City backing, and for a time the open
land was the site of exciting entertainments and recreation on Sundays – please read Evelyn
Rose’s detailed history.1 The Crocker Estate operated it as a private picnic grounds until the
City purchased the area of
the recreation center in
1922. As late as WWI zoo
animals were still on
display.
The imaginary curvy paths
originally planned for the
park made their way onto
the 1915 Chevalier map (see
left, with Nordhoff lot
marked). At this time people
were building houses there
and the streets had been
re-surveyed.
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The street name and number
The house at 34 Nordhoff Street started with the address 18 Midway Street, from 1909 to
1910.2 The street name officially changed in 1909,3 yet on the 1910 US Census, the old street
name and numbers were used. The 1910 SF Directory also uses Midway for the residents’
listings; by the following year it has changed to Nordhoff Street. The reason for this change
was that there had already been a Midway Street in North Beach since at least the 1860s.4
Why it was chosen for a new street in Glen Park Terrace in 1908 cannot be known.

Infrastructure: better late than never
There were problems relating to
street access, sewers, and water
supply, as was the case for so
many blocks in these ‘outside
lands.’
Nordhoff Street was not opened
officially by the city until about
1910. Yet even as late as 1912,
residents complained that it was
not a clear route between Glen
Park and Sunnyside.
Right: SF Chronicle, 23 March
1910

During 1912 the local activists
Mr and Mrs Theodore Pinther
were working to improve the
area: access at one end of the
street was blocked by a man
named Ducas, and water
service was so poor the
residents were hauling water
in buckets (see articles next
page).

Left: SF Chronicle, 21 April 1912.
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Right: SF Chronicle, 18 Sept
1912.
Without a sewer system, the
sewage from the area flowed
into Islais Creek in Glen
Canyon, and this was cause
for another petition to the
City in 1912, to clean up the
mess this had caused in the
Creek (below).
Below: SF Chronicle, 13 July
1912. Perhaps it was an
especially hot summer.

Proper paving may not have
been in place until as late as 1931
(or 1928) – there are two re-tap
dates on the water company
record, which can often indicate
when water pipes were re-laid
during proper street grading and
paving. The Board of Supervisors
passed an ordinance in 1918
obliging it to bring all streets up
to certain standards, but it took
time to complete that work all
over the city.
Along with such work went the
laying of “artificial stone”
sidewalks on Nordhoff in 1931.5
For 25 years there would have
been dirt streets with dirt verges
on either side.
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Who was Nordhoff?
Nordhoff Street is likely to have been named for Charles
Nordhoff (1830-1901), a writer and journalist who had just died
in San Francisco a few years before the street was renamed.
Other than his death here in a sanitarium under care for his
diabetes, he had no previous association with San Francisco.
Left: Charles Nordhoff. Wikimedia.org
Here is his biography on Wikipedia:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Nordhoff_(journalist) .
An excellent account of his life with a focus on California is found
in this obituary from July 1901 SF Chronicle (column 3):
https://sunnysidehistory.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/1901jul15-sfchronicle-p2-obit-chasnordhoff.pdf
Among his works are two books about California. In 1873 he wrote California: For Health,
Pleasure, and Residence, which is available as an online book here:
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=yale.39002000004425;view=1up;seq=12 .
In 1888 he wrote Peninsular California:
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=coo1.ark:/13960/t6tx3wc3g;view=1up;seq=9 .
Other scanned works of his can be found here:
https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Search/Home?type%5B%5D=author&lookfor%5B%5D=%22Nor
dhoff%2C%20Charles%2C%201830-1901.%22&page=1&ft=ft .
However, he was most beloved by boys and young men of the mid-nineteenth century for his
works about his experiences in the Navy and then later as a seaman. Here is a biography in
the context of sea literature: http://sites.williams.edu/searchablesealit/n/nordhoff-charlesthe-elder/.
This Charles Nordhoff was the grandfather of the better-known writer Charles Bernard
Nordhoff (1887-1947), author of, among many other works, Mutiny on the Bounty. More about
him: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Nordhoff .
Someone in the Streets committee of the Board of Supervisors, or in the City Surveyor’s
office, cared to honor Charles Nordhoff in 1909, perhaps at the request of local residents
who lived there, as Evelyn Rose has suggested: when he was a boy, Calvin Stillings, then
living with Ada Parker Stillings at 95 Nordhoff (formerly 2 Midway), was a particular fan of
the senior Charles Nordhoff’s works about life upon the sea, according to Ada's descendants.
It is also believed that Martha Street and Martha Hill were named for Calvin's grandmother,
Martha Tuttle.
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The town of Ojai, California, was originally named
Nordhoff in honor of Charles Nordhoff, whose
writings were felt to have enhanced the Ojai
Valley’s reputation and hence its real estate
profits.6 The town was renamed Ojai in 1917. The
German-sounding name Nordhoff was the target of
the general anti-German sentiment of the time.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ojai,_California .

A map from 1875 of Nordhoff CA:
http://gis.ventura.org/RecordMaps/mr/001/001mr225.pdf

When was number 34 built?
Discerning the date for a house usually starts with the date that the water was turned on for
the address. The water tap date for this house is 7 January 1909, according the SFPUC
records obtained at the New Installations division, 525 Golden Gate Ave, SF. (See scanned
documents at the end of this PDF.)
Thomas Fennell, a carpenter who was then in his late fifties, is listed as signing the contract
(more on Fennell below). The total area recorded on the water document is 240 sq. feet – a
very small house even then. Could it be an earthquake shack, one of the many constructed as
emergency housing after the Quake and Fire of 1906 and later moved to permanent locations
in SF?
The short answer is that this is house is very unlikely to be a real earthquake shack. An
experienced historian and detective, John Blackburn, came to visit the house on 11 March
2017, and after taking measurements and looking at walls, roofline, basement, and so on,
expressed the opinion that it is not likely to be one of the shacks carted away from the postquake encampments in 1908 or so. I agree with his assessment, for reasons that will be clear
in the next section.

The tiny house that grew and grew
The 1915 Sanborn map is the first time this block is mapped by that company. These maps
can be very detailed, and give important information about the state and size of a structure.
Below are portions of the Sanborn maps for 1915, 1950, and 1990s, showing the property,
followed by a composite that shows the additions to the structure by date of the map. (North
is toward the left on all these maps.)
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Sanborn symbols: D indicates dwelling; 1B, one-story over basement; dot, composition roof;
x, shingle roof; TC, terra cotta chimney; SP, stove pipe chimney.
I believe the 1915 structure is the original footprint, without any additions, and reflects the
“240 sq. feet” recorded by the water department in 1909 – although measurements of those
portions of the present structure give a total area of about 280 sq. feet. John Blackburn
suggested the water dept worker who visited to make the water tap connection may have
merely paced off the area, and did not measure accurately.
The first front door was right in the center, but when front room was added to the front, the
door was moved to its present position on the left. “SP” means stove pipe, and this mark in
the drawing matches the place where the present owner covered an opening that was
apparently used as ventilation for a stove; the rear room was likely the original kitchen.

The neighbors and the neighborhood
A good many of the families who came to live in the first houses on Nordhoff remained for a
long time. The same names can be seen in the directory for decades to come; the marriage
notices in the papers show the children wedding sweethearts from nearby blocks or from
the same high school. Even in 1953, there were still members of at least three families who
had moved there in 1910 or before, living in their original houses on Nordhoff: the Menzies
in No. 65, the Williams in No. 33, and the Sundquists in No. 57. As late as the mid-1960s, there
was still a Sundquist in No. 57, and a Breckenridge in No. 69, descendants of the families who
had built those houses in the years just after the quake and fire of 1906.
However, 34 Nordhoff did not have this sort of continuity of ownership, due surely to its
small size, lacking as it must accommodation for a large or extended family.

The first family in 34 Nordhoff
As of about 1909, the Fennells – Thomas and his wife Ellen, and their grown children Lizzie
T. (then 26) and John P. (then 37) – all lived here.7 The snug little house was likely to have
been the retirement plan for this working-class ship carpenter and his wife (as soon as the
kiddies moved out!). What a sylvan location to spend your last days. They had a substantial
vegetable patch, probably in the front yard. The water company charged them for 15 square
yards irrigation, an amount that was 2/3 of their household use.8
Thomas came from Newfoundland, Canada, immigrating to the US in 1875, when he was
already in his thirties, leaving his wife Ellen and their young son John, who came a year
later. The earliest I can pinpoint them in California is 1883, when their daughter Elizabeth is
born here.9 Then the earliest I find them in SF is 1908, living at 113 Prospect Ave in Bernal
Heights. Thomas is listed as a ship carpenter, as he is on the 1910 census. The next year they
have moved to the house on Nordhoff. On the whole they have left very little in the public
record.
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Unfortunately the name Thomas Fennell is fairly common for Irish immigrants or those
descended from Irish. At the same time our Thomas H. Fennell is living in Glen Park Terrace,
there is another man with the same name, even with the same middle initial and occupation,
living just over the railway line on College Ave, but he is from Illinois, and twenty years
younger, and cannot be even a relation. There are other Thomas Fennells in SF, but I believe
I have eliminated any connection or relationship.

A carpenter, of sorts
It is likely Thomas Fennell built this house during 1908. He was a ship carpenter, not a house
carpenter. A contractor, Paul Stock, who has worked on the house in recent years, told me
he observed that the original work on the house
was not up to a standard one would expect of
work even at this early date. The original
foundation (following the 1915 footprint of the
house) was made with roughly cut stone that was
identified by John Blackburn as the sort of stone
used in in ships as ballast; this is a material
Thomas Fennell might easily have had access to.
Left: Some of the stones which were used for the
original foundation.

The central portion of the house has sub-flooring
made of 1x4 boards, with 2x4 joists. These are not standard choices for construction. (above
right.)
The front portion of the house (above left), added by someone who was not Fennell between
the years 1915 and 1950, has standard 1x10 boards for subflooring, and 2x6 joists – as one
would find in any 1920s house (such as my own 1923 house).
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Shot in San Mateo!
This is the only bit of newsworthy scandal that my digging unearthed. Soon after moving to
the new house the Fennells’ son John got himself into the news for some drunken bad
behavior in another county. (SF Chronicle, 17 June 1909.)
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The Fennells depart
Thomas and Ellen lived there until 1917, when in October the water company turned off the
water – giving a clear date before which they must have left. Thomas died the following July
in Oakland. The funeral was in San Francisco, and took place in part at St John’s Church,
which was the Roman Catholic parish church for this area, and was located (as now) on St
Mary’s Ave in upper Mission Terrace. (St Finn Barr wasn’t built till 1926.)
It turns out that the Fennells had not bought the land where they lived those last years, but
likely leased it from the Crocker Estate. The sales record show that in March 1918 the
Crocker Estate sold the lot to an Andrew and Jennie Hoem. (This last name is wrong, but I
cannot discern anything more sensible from the handwritten record.) The water is then
turned back on.
But perhaps the remote location and small size did not suit this family, for they do not stay.
The water company records show that the water is again turned off just three months later.
The house is likely to have remained vacant for at least the next six months, because when
the 1920 Census is taken in January of that year, 34 Nordhoff is skipped, and there is no data
for the household.

The Mickelsens on Nordhoff
The best part of doing this house history was connecting it with some already documented
material about another family that has been researched: the Mickelsens of Glen Park.
Murray Schneider’s wonderful article containing some good oral history and research is
available here: https://glenparkassociation.org/2012/12/08/the-mickelsens-of-glen-park/.
I will summarize the portions relevant to this history.
The Mickelsens were from Denmark. The family began their life in Glen Park in 1906 at the
equally small shack at 511 Congo Street nearby (also unlikely to have been a true EQ shack).
One of the sons, Chris Mickelsen, left to serve in WWI, and returned to SF with his new wife
Anna. Their first home was 34 Nordhoff Street, where they lived from 1921-1927 and where
they had their first two children.
Chris was a carpenter. He built his family a new house at 201 Joost Ave during these years,
and they moved there in 1927. This house follows the style of that period, while remaining
idiosyncratic in the layout and placement on the lot. It is still a very attractive house.
I propose that Chris Mickelsen is likely to have been responsible for building the front
portion of the house at 34 Nordhoff Street – the first addition to the house. The timing is
right, and the workmanship good. He put in a concrete foundation for this new section. I
also believe that he replastered the interior of the front two rooms, so that they match, and
added a thin wall to create a small bedroom on the north side. He added picture molding in
these front rooms as well. The enlarged opening between the two front rooms is done in the
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style of many 1920s homes, creating a large double front room. I also surmise that he dug
more out in the basement, a technique he put to good use on the house he built on Joost Ave.
It is as if he were practicing his skills.
Chris Mickelsen may have also built onto the back at the northeast corner, although the
quality of this work suggests perhaps not. The 1938 aerial photo shows this built-on portion
in place, even though that is not shown on the Sanborn map until the 1990s.

1938 aerial photos of 34 Nordhoff St., unmarked and with house outlined. From
DavidRumsey.com
Here is an account of life in the 1920s at the other small house, at 511 Congo Street, on my
website: https://sunnysidehistory.org/2016/05/07/growing-up-on-congo-street-in-the1920s/ -- for a flavor of living in small quarters with several people, even though this is after
the Mickelsens left.
The Baileys’ short-lived stay
In late 1926, Agnes and Wilson Roy Bailey bought the house at 34 Nordhoff St. from the
Mickelsens. They had been married about a year. The Baileys were both in their early
thirties. He had worked as a driver, and by the time of the 1930 US census, he was a
motorman for the Municipal Railway. They stated the value of the house as $2,500. Unlike
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most of their neighbors, they did not own a radio (one of the questions on the census that
year). Agnes was listed as a nurse.
Unbelievably at the time of this census, the Baileys had three children living with them,
listed as “boarders” and not their own. There was a sixteen-year-old girl named Irene J Ford,
and a four-year-old boy named Thomas R Wilson and his three-year-old brother named
LeRoy W Wilson. It was the Depression; perhaps these boarders were orphaned or otherwise
distressed children; perhaps Agnes’s work as a nurse brought her into contact with such
children. Ten years later in 1940, the two boys were living with another woman in a different
part of SF. Strangely, a week earlier when the census is taken in San Luis Obispo, an Irene J
Ford born the same year to parents from the same states was also listed living there with her
birth family; her father worked as a locomotive engineer for the “steam railroad.” I am sure
there is a story there, but I don’t know what it is or how I would find it.
There is little or nothing in the newspapers about W. Roy and Agnes Bailey. However,
according to SFPUC records, they missed paying a water bill once in 1930, and the tap was
turned off. The bill was paid, and the water restored the next day (SFPUC records).
The Baileys’ marriage did not last. They had parted and moved from the house by 1932,
when they sold it for $1334.10 With property values depressed, perhaps they could not get
what they paid for it during the boom-times of the mid-1920s. The exact end of their
marriage I wasn’t able to find. Wilson Roy Bailey remarried in 1937.
The Whiteheads: “Reliable man” and “Reliable woman”
The house did not sit empty for long. It passed through the hands of a prosperous real estate
dealer named W H G Trevor, who bought it in May 1932 from the Baileys. After his death in
December, it was sold to California Savings and Loan Co.
The water company dates suggest that the next family, Lester and Dorothy Whitehead,
moved in about July 1932, and are likely to have rented until they could finally purchase it in
1941. All told they stayed for twenty years. They appear to have been diligent and
hardworking people, caught up in the difficulties that so many suffered with during the
Depression. Here are two classified ads they placed for several weeks running in 1936 (SF
Chronicle 31 Jan 1936):
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SF Chronicle, 3 Feb 1936.
I can only surmise they were successful in finding work, as the ads don’t appear again, and
five years later they have sufficient funds to officially purchase their property from
California Savings and Loan Co., presumably after paying in over this period of time.
For the US Census for 1940 they say they own the house, and that it is worth $3000. Lester
also states he has other income, which can mean property or investments, not specified.
Lester, then 44, was working by then as a warehouseman in a paint company. Dorothy, then
39, worked at an unspecified job for about 160 hours in the previous year, and earned $35.
Lester worked for 10 weeks of 1939, and earned $320. This income would be equivalent to
about $6200 now. So neither was in full employment. He states his education as 8th grade,
and she as 5th grade.

The 1950s to the 1970s
At the end of 1952 the Whiteheads move away to the Excelsior, selling the house to a realtor
named Radhuber, who rents the property for a time to Frank and Rita Anderson. As this is
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after the last publicly available census, I don’t know much about the family. He is listed as a
budget analyst in the directory.
In 1955 a couple named George and Mary Chigler buy the house, and live there for about ten
years; they were in their fifties. The Chiglers move to Southern California later. George was a
machinist with General Metals in the Mission at 18th and Florida Streets.
A woman named Shaelen Davis bought the house after this, and she and/or Francis Davis
lived there for a time. When she died in the early 1970s it passed to Francis.
In June 1973 the property was bought by the
well-known real estate agent and high-rise
opponent Peter Christelman; he was then
active in fighting the 1970s phase of
“Manhattanization” of San Francisco,
including the Transamerica Pyramid.
The house passed through two other realtors’
hands – Joseph Weber and then Jean Medlar –
until 1977 when it was put on the market:
“Country living in the City.”
Right: Real estate classified ad, SF Chronicle, 29
May 1977.
On 30 June 1978 it was purchased
by the present owner, who has
now lived there for the longest
continuous period of any of the
residents.
In 1979, in her column “San
Francisco at Your Feet,’ the
longtime Chronicle columnist
Margot Patterson Doss wrote
about the new Dorothy Erskine
Park, and the walking route up
the hill that included Nordhoff
Street. (Left: SF Chronicle, 25 Feb
1979.)
(Link to read the full article is found
on the next page.)
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Read the original article here:
https://sunnysidehistory.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/1979feb25-sfchron-p116-walksunnyside-nordhoff.pdf. It was a good try on her part, but she got a few things wrong about
neighborhood history, unfortunately – such as the date of the Conservatory and the name of
the man who built it.
There were yet to be steps built behind the Conservatory up to Joost Ave, so one had to walk
around by Congo. Doss calls the Joost-Baden Minipark, “the Nordhoff steps.” Glen Park
School is at that time a noticeable pink (not blue as now), she points out. Ken Hoegger’s
Forum Realty office is noted at 30 Monterey, where one is encouraged to take a look at
Gregory Gaar’s photographs on the wall. I’ve never found anything to support her assertion
that there was a one-room school house at 22 Monterey, however; it is likely to have been a
bit of lore she heard from Ken Hoegger.
This mix of vague local lore with half-remembered stories has been typical of Sunnyside
history over the decades. Perhaps better research can put this sort of thing to rights.

=====
People mentioned in this article:
Charles Nordhoff (1830 Germany - 1901 SF)
Thomas Fennell (1841 Newfoundland – 1918 Alameda County)
Ellen Fennell (1850 Newfoundland - >1920 Oakland?)
John P. Fennell (1872 Newfoundland - ?)
Elizabeth T. Fennell (1883 California – ?)
Wilson Roy Bailey (1890 Indiana – ?)
Agnes Bailey (1892 Nebraska – ?)
Lester Whitehead (1896 PA – 1966 CA)
Dorothy Whitehead (1901 NJ – 1980 SF)
LINKS




A detailed history of the Martha Hill area and Glen Canyon is to be had in Evelyn
Rose’s historical statement compiled for the house at 95 Nordhoff and available here.
See pages 6 – 24: https://sunnysidehistory.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/historicalsummary_95-nordhoff_03102015_20171.pdf See also "Wilder Days in Glen Park: San
Francisco's Mission Zoo," Parts I-VI, beginning at
http://www.trampsofsanfrancisco.com/san-francisco-mission-zoo-wilder-days-glen-park/
To read more mentions of happenings on the street in the SF Chronicle, enter
“Nordhoff Street” with quotes in the search box for the Chronicle archive here (or to
read any other archived article or date):
http://infoweb.newsbank.com.ezproxy.sfpl.org/resources/search/nb?p=AMNEWS&t
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=pubname%3A142051F45F422A02%257CSFCB%21Multiple%2BPublications&b=pubna
me (Sign in with library card.)
To read archived SF Call articles (up to 1913): https://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgibin/cdnc?a=cl&cl=CL1&sp=SFC&e=-------en--20--1--txt-txIN--------1
1938 aerial photos of SF (look for slider in lower center):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~217219~5504219
The 1915 Chevalier Map:
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~218106~5504039:T
he--Chevalier--Commercial,-Pictori

ENDNOTES
A detailed history of the Martha Hill area and Glen Canyon is to be had in Evelyn Rose’s historical statement
compiled for the house at 95 Nordhoff and available here. See especially pages 6–24:
https://sunnysidehistory.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/historical-summary_95-nordhoff_03102015_20171.pdf. See
also "Wilder Days in Glen Park: San Francisco's Mission Zoo," Parts I-VI, beginning at
http://www.trampsofsanfrancisco.com/san-francisco-mission-zoo-wilder-days-glen-park/ (navigation to next section
at end of article)
2
US Census for Thomas Finnell, 1910. Citation: Year: 1910; Census Place: San Francisco Assembly District 33,
San Francisco, California; Roll: T624_97; Page: 15B; Enumeration District: 0070; FHL microfilm: 1374110
3
See this late 1909 report from the SF Board of Supervisors:
https://archive.org/stream/sanfranciscomuni58sanfrich#page/1456/mode/2up
4
For the report about all the street name changes, see the Board of Supervisors record, 1909:
https://archive.org/stream/sanfranciscomuni58sanfrich#page/1456/mode/2up
5
In mid-1931 the city places several notices in the SF Chronicle for bids on the work; by October the Dept of Pbulic
Works announces that the work will be soon be done. E.g. SF Chronicle, 30 October 1931, p.19
6
SF Chronicle, 13 Sept 1970, p.96.
7
According to water tap records, 1910 US Census, and 1910 SF Directory.
8
See SFPUC water tap record below, a scan of which follows these endnotes.
9
As per 1910 US Census information.
10
The newspaper record of the real estate sale contains errors, and this may be not the correct figure. SF Chronicle,
20 May 1932, p.20. The newspaper records matches the Sales record at the Recorder’s office by date and purchaser,
but not the lot, so the sale price might be incorrect.
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GO TO NEXT PAGES for SFPUC documents
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Front side of the water tap records for 34 Nordhoff from SFPUC, showing date January 7/09
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Back side of the water tap records for 34 Nordhoff from SFPUC
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